




About AAN
The American Action Network is a 501(c)(4) ‘action tank’ that will create, encourage and promote center-right 
policies based on the principles of freedom, limited government, American exceptionalism, and strong national 
security.  The American Action Network’s primary goal is to put our center-right ideas into action by engaging the 
hearts and minds of the American people and spurring them into active participation in our democracy.

America is a nation that has always favored individuals’ enterprises instead of government solutions.  To remain a 
worldwide leader for ideas, investment and innovation, America must continue to offer the best combination of 
economic freedom and pro-growth, smart regulation.  American Action Network will support policies that will make 
America safe and secure; where choices in education, health care and retirement abound; where taxes are fair and 
comprehensible; and where government is smaller and smarter with a focus on core functions.

To accomplish these goals, the American Action Network will work in close cooperation with like-minded 
organizations, like our sister organization, the American Action Forum, to magnify our combined efforts and 
policies.  In addition, we will support and promote center-right policies that connect with the challenges and hopes of 
our fellow citizens in a real and meaningful way.

Mission:  Our primary goal is to put center-right ideas into action by engaging the hearts 
and minds of the American people and spurring them into active participation in our 
democracy.

The American Action Network is an independent nonprofit 501(c)(4) organization, and it is not affiliated with or 
controlled by any political candidate, party, or officeholder. The Network welcomes supporters of its center-right 
values and policy proposals regardless of party affiliation, and looks forward to working with legislators, government 
officials, and advocates of either party who are willing to advance policies consistent with the Network’s principles.

Read more: http://www.americanactionnetwork.org/about-aan/#ixzz4XNVqR8je 
Follow us: @AAN on Twitter | AmericanActionNetwork on Facebook
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